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Photography for business generally falls
in two categories, formal and informal you should be able to ask for both and
cover a wider scope for your future use

Corporate photography aims to deliver strong, but simple
images for the client’s use in all manner of media and printed
materials. The aim is to give the company a set of images that
showcase the company, its employees and working environment,
as well as the personalities, ethics and standards it works to.
Most common are portraits and ‘head shots’ of the staff and
company managers, directors and CEOs. These are often taken
against a clear or clean background and with a simple 3/4 pose
to camera. Using simple lighting techniques and composition,
they show what the person looks like and are good for use on
company/staff profile pages, social media profiles and company
reports press releases.

Smiling and friendly head shots often work very well to show
the person is easy to work with and approachable
Head shots can be done in various ways, but often you are aiming
to get a clean and simple portrait of your staff which shows them in a
professional and business-like manner, but approachable and friendly at
the same time. What you should discuss with the photographer are the
following points;
•
•
•
•

Clean simple background
Body turned slightly away from camera
Looking directly at camera  
Soft and clean lighting

A more detailed background
can help to show the location
of your company, the business
or industry you work in or
the environment of your
office, therefore your staff’s
professional status is affirmed
within an office setting
Choosing a view outside the
window, an interior part of the
office or even an outdoor location
can help with adding some more
of your company’s information
into the photography

Informal style images convey a sense
of the ‘real person’ and a relaxed and
welcoming individual who would be a
pleasure to work with

Although these are still posed shots and with the person’s eyes to
camera, there is a less formal feel to the images - they could be engaged
in doing something, using some office equipment or at their desks.
Again it is important to show clean and simple compositions, use subtle
lighting and get the sitter to relax and be at ease. The photographer should
be able to deliver these alongside the formal shots, and you could find a
suitable location within your office. From here, the photographer should
be looking to balance the ambient light with a soft flash system to get a
natural feel to the shots.

Showing informal shots of
the personnel at work, in
meetings and at their desks
conveys a sense of the
office working environment
and atmosphere

Using a 70-200 zoom @ f2.8; low f-stops will throw
the background out of focus and draw the viewer’s
attention to the sitter
When photographing inside the office, you would generally expect
the photographer to bring a flash system, as the office lights are
usually quite harsh and not very pleasing for photography. Using
controlled exposure and a well balanced soft flash you can create
natural looking shots in most locations. The same applies for shots
outside the office..maybe on the balcony or rooftop.
•

Ask the photographer if they would be using a flash kit
as this enhances the photograph and gives it a higher
production look.

•

Most photographers may use a long lens and a shallow depth
of field to create a blurry background which makes the sitter
stand out in the photograph.

Your photographer should deliver a complete set of images
consisting of formal poses and head shots, informal

shots, and natural situations as well as shots of the

branding, logos, reception area, meeting rooms and the office
For more information on Corporate Photography to discuss your photographic
requirements please contact Filip and visit the website Filskifoto
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